Local electronic structure in MgB$_2$ from $^{12}$B $\beta$-NMR
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We performed $\beta$-NMR spectroscopic studies on $^{12}$B which was implanted into MgB$_2$ to get insight into the local electronic structure of this high-temperature superconducting material. By measuring electric field gradients we probed the electronic charge distribution anisotropy around boron in this solid and thus obtained experimental information about the bonding by $p$ electrons. Besides the absolute value, the sign of the electric field gradient was also experimentally determined. By comparison with quantum chemical calculations, some of which were performed in the present work, and with results from conventional NMR spectroscopy on $^{11}$B we were able to identify regular boron lattice sites as well as interstitial sites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the discovery of high-temperature oxide superconductors nearly two decades ago the more recent finding that also the simple compound magnesium diboride is a high-temperature superconductor has raised great general interest in the properties of this compound. This extends also to structural properties in the normal conducting state above 39 K, which are the topic of the present paper. MgB$_2$ consists of alternating hexagonal Mg and B layers (see Fig. 1). The space group is $P6/mmm$ (Ref. 4) with lattice constants $a=3.086$ Å and $c=3.524$ Å$^2$. In spite of the simple crystallographic structure of MgB$_2$ its electronic structure is rather complex with two band gaps leading to anomalous behavior, e.g., of the specific heat. Band structure calculations have shown that Mg atoms are substantially ionized and that the bands at the Fermi level derive mainly from B orbitals.

Hitherto conventional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have been performed on $^{11}$B (Refs. 9–13) and $^{25}$Mg (Refs. 13–15). We report on the study of MgB$_2$ by beta-radiation detected NMR ($\beta$-NMR) using the $\beta$-emitter $^{12}$B ($t_{1/2}=20$ ms) as a local probe for the electronic structure. In particular, its quadrupolar interaction was evaluated with the help of multiple quantum transitions (MQT). In this way, the sign of the electric field gradient at a boron site in addition to the absolute value was experimentally determined. MQT were already observed before by $\beta$-NMR on polarized, $\beta$-active nuclei produced via a nuclear reaction with accelerated ions as well as by thermal neutron capture. In the present work, the former production technique is used. We compare our results on MgB$_2$ with those from conventional NMR experiments and from our theoretical calculations, presented here as well, in order to get a deeper insight into the local electronic structure and to discriminate between regular and interstitial boron sites. Due to its simple crystal structure MgB$_2$ represents an excellent model system, and the comparison between experiment and theory can also be used for testing the quality of quantum chemical calculations. This in turn will help in understanding and predicting the properties of related solid compounds.

II. EXPERIMENT

The MgB$_2$ powder samples (Alfa Johnson Matthey, 98%) were pressed into pellets with a diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of about 1 mm. The $\beta$-NMR experiments were done at the ISL facility at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin. A beam of deuteron ions with a kinetic energy of 1.5 MeV was focused onto a boron containing target foil to induce the nuclear reaction $^{11}$B($d,p$)$^{12}$B. The target consisted of a thin Al foil onto which a thin layer of B was evaporated. By selection of a recoil angle of 45° the $^{12}$B recoil nuclei, which were implanted into the MgB$_2$ sample, were spin polarized by about 10%. $^{12}$B is a $\beta$ emitter with a mean lifetime of 29.4 ms. Since the $^{12}$B nuclei are polarized the decay is asymmetric, i.e., more $\beta$ particles are emitted into the direction of the polarization than opposite to it. The $\beta$-radiation asymmetry is defined as

![FIG. 1. The planar structure of MgB$_2$ with hexagonal Mg planes (light grey spheres) and honeycomb B planes (black spheres). (a) View perpendicular to the c axis. (b) View along the c axis.](image-url)
The energy diagram for a $^{12}$B nucleus ($I=1$) in a magnetic field $B$ and with quadrupolar interaction with an electric field gradient. For strong radiofrequency fields transitions with $\Delta m=2$ and double quantum transitions (DQ) can be excited. The numbers in the left part of the figure give the relative populations of the three energy levels which result from the production process of the $^{12}$B nuclei.

$$A_\beta = \frac{Z_N - Z_S}{Z_N + Z_S},$$

where $Z_N$ and $Z_S$ are the counting rates monitored via two $\beta$ detectors in the directions north (N) and south (S), respectively, of the external magnetic field. $^{16,17}$

The polarization of the $^{12}$B nuclei can be destroyed by application of a radiofrequency (rf) field with an appropriate frequency. $\beta$-NMR spectra consist of the asymmetry $A_\beta$ recorded as a function of the rf. The magnitude of the external magnetic field parallel to the sample polarization is $B=0.11 \, \text{T}$.

### III. SIMULATION OF SPECTRA

$^{12}$B has a nuclear spin $I=1$ and a nuclear quadrupole moment of $Q=(1.34 \pm 0.14) \times 10^{-30} \, \text{m}^2$. The energy scheme for a $^{12}$B nucleus in a magnetic field $B$ and with quadrupolar coupling to an electric field gradient (EFG) is shown in Fig. 2. If the EFG tensor is assumed to have axial symmetry, i.e., $\eta=(V_{xx}-V_{yy})/V_{zz}=0$, which is reasonable in view of the symmetry of the crystal structure, second order perturbation theory (high field approximation, i.e., $v_L \gg v_Q$) yields for the energy levels:

$$E_m = -\hbar v_L + \frac{1}{2} \hbar v_Q (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1) - \frac{1}{2} \hbar v_Q \left( \frac{3}{2} \cos^2 \theta \left[ 8m^2 - 4I(I+1) + 1 \right] \right) + \frac{3}{8} \sin^2 \theta \left[ -2m^2 + 2I(I+1) - 1 \right],$$

with the Larmor frequency

$$v_L = \frac{\gamma}{2\pi} B,$$

and the quadrupole coupling frequency

$$v_Q = \frac{3eQV_{zz}}{2I(2I-1)\hbar}.$$
observed in our experiments. This fact can be used to determine not only the absolute value but also the sign of the quadrupole frequency $\nu_Q$ and thus of the electric field gradient $V_{zz}$. For a general discussion of nuclear spin experiments that are possible to determine the sign of electric field gradients in solids, see Ref. 23.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Figure 3 shows the $^{12}$B $\beta$-NMR spectrum of the transition with $\Delta m=1$ and thus in the region around $\nu_L=823$ kHz for 315 K. Three peaks are visible in the data points. The first one is located around the Larmor frequency, a second one appears at about 30 kHz above $\nu_L$, and a broad, asymmetric peak is located around 1030 kHz. The origin of these three contributions can be identified after considering the transition with $\Delta m=2$, i.e., the resonance around $2\nu_L$. The corresponding data are displayed in Fig. 4 for a temperature of 303 K.

The resonance for $\Delta m=2$ shows a broad, slightly asymmetric peak which is shifted from $2\nu_L$ by about 60 kHz, and also a smaller peak around $2\nu_L$. From Eq. (8) it becomes obvious that evaluation of the transition with $\Delta m=2$ is much easier than for the transition with $\Delta m=1$ since the terms belonging to first order perturbation theory cancel each other.

To describe the experimental line shape we used Eq. (8) together with a common powder averaging procedure (see, e.g., Ref. 22). The resulting fit is shown in Fig. 4 as a solid line and gives the parameters

$$\nu_L = (823 \pm 3) \text{ kHz}, \quad \nu_Q = (853 \pm 38) \text{ kHz}. \quad (10)$$

Since the condition $\nu_L \gg \nu_Q$ is not stringently valid for our system, we verified the results of the second order perturbation theory by comparison with the exact approach (computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian for the obtained values of $\nu_L$ and $\nu_Q$). The difference was smaller than 1%. Using Eq. (4), the value of $\nu_Q$ yields an electric field gradient at the $^{12}$B site of $V_{zz} = (17.6 \pm 0.8) \text{ V/Å}^2$. Comparison with quantum chemical calculations (cf. Sec. V) shows that this peak belongs to $^{12}$B atoms which are located at the regular lattice sites in the MgB$_2$ structure. The additional peak at $2\nu_L$ indicates that some of the $^{12}$B atoms are located at sites with a much smaller, though nonvanishing, electric field gradient.

Using the values for $\nu_L$ and $\nu_Q$ obtained by the fit to the data around $2\nu_L$ shown in Fig. 4 we can identify all contributions to the resonance around $\nu_L$ and calculate the solid line shown in Fig. 3. It represents the contributions from the $^{12}$B atoms located on regular lattice sites. The broad asymmetric peak at about 1030 kHz originates from transitions with $m=+1 \rightarrow 0$ and is calculated via Eq. (7). From the shift to higher frequencies with respect to $\nu_L$ we can determine the sign of the above given field gradient to be positive, i.e., $V_{zz} = (17.6 \pm 0.8) \text{ V/Å}^2$. This corresponds to a "disklike" charge distribution around the $^{12}$B nucleus, oriented parallel to the boron planes. The narrow peak at about 855 kHz stems from double-quantum transitions and is calculated via Eq. (9). The frequency where its maximum occurs is the sum of the transitions with $\Delta m=2$, as expected from Fig. 2. The sum of these two contributions gives the solid line shown in Fig. 3. Around $2\nu_L$ a third contribution is visible which can again be assigned to $^{12}$B ions at sites with a small electric field gradient.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the resonance corresponding to the transition with $\Delta n=2$ in the range from 348 to 823 K. It reveals that the small peak around $2\nu_L$ broadens with increasing temperature and finally vanishes. In contrast the broad peak at about 1710 kHz increases in intensity and becomes narrower. At 823 K the total line shape can be described by a single Gaussian function. This clearly confirms that the two contributions to the line shape belong to different sites for the implanted boron atoms. The $^{12}$B ions are predominantly incorporated at the regular sites in the boron honeycomb layers. At least at low temperatures the $^{12}$B nuclei occupy also interstitial sites. The narrowing of the broad peak at high temperatures suggests the onset of boron motion leading to an averaging of the probed electric field gradients.

**V. QUANTUM CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS**

Electric field gradients (EFG) at the positions of Mg and B atoms of MgB$_2$ were calculated quantum chemically at the
density-functional level within the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA).\textsuperscript{24} The Perdew-Wang GGA exchange-correlation functional PW91 was employed as implemented in the crystalline-orbital program CRYSTAL03.\textsuperscript{25} In this program the Bloch functions are constructed from atom-centered basis functions. In a recent study of the 7Li EFG in TiS\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{26} it was found that the size of the atomic basis sets has a strong effect on the quality of the calculated results. In particular d polarization functions at Li atoms were essential to reproduce experimental quadrupole coupling constants. For this reason the available Mg (Ref. \textsuperscript{27}) and B (Ref. \textsuperscript{28}) standard basis sets were augmented by two sets of d functions. The basis sets used in the present study are 85-11G(2d) for Mg and 6-21G(2d) for B. Here we followed the standard notation of contracted Gaussian-type basis sets given by Pople and co-workers.\textsuperscript{29} Inner 1s functions of Mg (B) are represented by fixed linear combinations of 8 (6) primitive Gaussian orbitals. A contraction of 5 Gaussians is used to represent the semicore 2s and 2p functions of Mg. Both valence shells of Mg (3s and 3p) and B (2s and 2p) are described at double-zeta level.\textsuperscript{29}

For stoichiometric MgB\textsubscript{2}, the primitive unit cell with experimental lattice constants \(a=3.086\) Å and \(c=3.524\) Å\textsuperscript{2} was used. The obtained EFG at the regular boron site is \(V_{zz}=14.5\) V/Å\textsuperscript{2}. Compared with earlier calculations performed with Wien97 (Refs. \textsuperscript{7} and \textsuperscript{8}) this value is smaller but absolute deviations from the experimental results are similar (see Table I). At the Mg positions we get \(V_{zz}=-5.5\) V/Å\textsuperscript{2} which is larger in absolute value than the measured value 3.07 V/Å\textsuperscript{2},\textsuperscript{15} and previous theoretical field gradients \(-2.7\) V/Å (Ref. \textsuperscript{27}) and \(-3.2\) V/Å.\textsuperscript{8} In order to investigate the effect of the cell parameters on the calculated EFG, the calculations were repeated with the optimized lattice constants of 12B nuclei at sites with a much smaller electric field gradient of 12B nuclei at sites with a much smaller electric field gradient. For stoichiometric MgB\textsubscript{2}, the primitive unit cell with experimental lattice constants \(a=3.090\) Å and \(c=3.584\) Å. The difference of calculated EFG with experimental and optimized lattice parameters was smaller than 0.1 V/Å\textsuperscript{2}. This could be expected due to the close agreement between theoretical and experimental lattice constants.

Since our experimental results indicate also the presence of 12\textsubscript{B} nuclei at sites with a much smaller electric field gradient, we also performed calculations for the site in the center of the hexagons of the honeycomb boron layers. We assumed that a single B atom from the foil is implanted into stoichiometric MgB\textsubscript{2}. An Mg\textsubscript{8}B\textsubscript{17} supercell was used to represent the semicore 2\textsuperscript{s} and 2\textsuperscript{p} functions of Mg. Both valence shells of Mg (3s and 3p) and B (2s and 2p) are described at double-zeta level.
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model this situation, corresponding to the stoichiometry MgB\textsubscript{2.125}. The cell has one unpaired electron. The doublet ground state was treated with the unrestricted Kohn-Sham method\textsuperscript{60}. The hypothetical reaction of a gas-phase B atom with MgB\textsubscript{2},

\[ \frac{1}{8} B(g) + MgB_2(s) \rightarrow MgB_{2.125}(s) \tag{11} \]

is found to be exothermic. The energy of reaction \( \Delta qE \) is \(-39 \text{ kJ/mol}\). With the experimental lattice constants of MgB\textsubscript{2} and after full relaxation of all atomic positions we get an electric field gradient of 2.1 V/Å\textsuperscript{2}. Thus the field gradient at the interstitial B position is one order of magnitude smaller than at regular B sites which is consistent with our experimental findings. The small field gradient can be explained by the highly symmetric environment of the interstitial site. Since the addition of one B atom is assumed to lead to a lattice expansion, the lattice constants \( a \) and \( c \) were reoptimized at PW91 level. Surprisingly, the optimized values \( a=3.087 \text{ Å} \) and \( c=3.666 \text{ Å} \) indicate lattice expansion only in \( c \) direction while the length of the cell vectors in the boron plane is essentially unchanged. With the optimized lattice parameters, an EFG of 2.3 V/Å\textsuperscript{2} was obtained at the interstitial B site, similar to the value for the original cell vectors. Therefore lattice relaxation has only a minor effect on the field gradient.

VI. DISCUSSION

The comparison of the experimental spectra with powder-spectra calculations reveals that two different sites are occupied by the \(^{12}\text{B}\) atoms. One can be assigned to \(^{12}\text{B}\) atoms sitting on regular B sites and the other one belongs to interstitial \(^{12}\text{B}\) atoms. This was confirmed by the temperature dependence of the spectra and comparison with quantum chemical calculations. A further way of verification is the comparison with results from conventional NMR on \(^{11}\text{B}\) (\( I = 3/2 \)) which are summarized in Table I. It shows experimental results for the EFG at the boron site (obtained by \( \beta\)-NMR on \(^{12}\text{B}\) and conventional NMR on \(^{11}\text{B}\)) and the magnesium site (NMR on \(^{25}\text{Mg}\)) as well as the results of different quantum chemical calculations (Sec. V, Refs. \textsuperscript{10} and \textsuperscript{11}). Measurements with conventional NMR are not able to yield the sign of the EFG, in contrast to our \( \beta\)-NMR study where we could make use of the strong difference in the populations of the Zeeman levels (cf. Fig. 2). Concerning the boron site, all experimental results for the EFG are equal with respect to the absolute values within the error bars.

Whereas conventional \(^{11}\text{B}\) NMR measurements see an average value of the electric field gradient for all boron atoms, and thus predominantly for the boron atoms on regular sites, our measurements are sensitive specifically to the regions around the implanted \(^{12}\text{B}\) atoms and therefore to structural disorder induced by them.

For all experimental results the EFG was calculated from \( v_Q \) via Eq. (4). One can see that there is good overall agreement between results from conventional NMR and \( \beta\)-NMR as well as between experimental and theoretical results for the electric field gradient. In the case of \( \beta\)-NMR, the latter is true also for the sign of the EFG.

The electric field gradient at the regular boron site in MgB\textsubscript{2} of \( V_E=(+17.6\pm0.8) \text{ V/Å}^2 \) is large in comparison to other borides\textsuperscript{7}, where \( V_E \) is typically smaller than 7 V/Å\textsuperscript{2}. Since the lattice parameters are similar for these borides, this has to be attributed to the fact that the bonding in MgB\textsubscript{2} is based on \( p \) electrons only.

To reproduce the experimental spectra a rather broad Gaussian function was necessary for the convolution with the idealized powder spectra. One contribution to the line broadening results from the large rf fields which are necessary to excite these transitions and which lead to the well-known high-power line broadening (see Chap. 11-11 in Ref. \textsuperscript{31}). Another contribution might be due to the fact that also for boron atoms implanted on regular sites defects or structural disorder in the direct environment may prevail leading to a distribution of electric field gradients.

VII. CONCLUSION

We were able to observe nuclear magnetic resonance transitions of \(^{12}\text{B}\) in MgB\textsubscript{2} powder samples with \( \Delta m=1 \) and \( \Delta m=2 \) by \( \beta\)-NMR spectroscopy. Evaluating the respective frequency regimes around \( v_L \) and \( 2v_L \) gives fully consistent results, in particular for the quadrupole frequency, which allows assignment of all spectral features. Our measurements give access to electric field gradients both at regular boron sites and interstitial sites. Besides the absolute value we also get the sign of the electric field gradient. The assignment to regular and interstitial sites was verified by temperature dependent measurements. The results of quantum-chemical calculations, both from our own work and from the literature, show good agreement with our experimental results.
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